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Letter from the Founder

Dear readers,

What started as an idea has now reached over two-thousand people in less than three months. I never 
imagined so many wonderful artists relating to this magazine’s purpose– comfort through writing. Levatio 
(le-va-tio) is a latin word meaning ‘relief ’ and in some sense, comfort. Choosing a name is a hard task, 
but many of our contributors submitted because of our name and what we stand for, so I am happy for 
choosing Levatio! The response we received is overwhelming. I still remember the day we got to read 
one of our #rst submissions.

The Levatio is much more than a literary journal or a magazine. It is the home to many brilliant writers’ 
work, a piece of their heart and a collection edited by skilled artists themselves. We all have put our 
imaginativity and creativity to make this issue close to perfect. Since this is our #rst published collection, 
we reimagined the concept of writing; does it only stand as a hobby, or perhaps it is a world beyond a 
writer’s understanding? The answer is di$erent for everybody, but for the 14-year old Vrinda it was to 
imagine endless possibilities. My poetry book got published in 9th grade and I expected fellow well-wish-
ers to relate to my words, feel the essence of youth. I did not want to label myself as a ‘published writer’ 
because I never had an audience to relate to my poems (which is something many writers rely on) but 
when academics took a turn, I realized it was never about the people. I was writing about heartbreaks 
and breakups I never went through for people to read, to relate. I was depending on how many people 
save my post and comments like ‘felt this!’. I quit reading and writing in 11th grade and grew tired of 
writing for others. It was only until I graduated from school that I began re-exploring my interest in 
English. Now I am pursuing English as a degree! I am not sure where this will lead me, but I know that 
I will enjoy the journey. 

A huge thanks to all the people who supported this idea- social media users, volunteers, writers, friends 
and people who shared about this magazine. 

We have a lot more to explore, so please stick by our side!

Much love,

Vrinda
Editor-in-Chief, Founder
The Levatio Mag



Maa1 speaks of the genius Michael over dinner  
one night, and all I can do is bow my head and bite 
my tongue.

She says “ĤvɏǡɯXņ2 ” against my “Michael”. The 
son that left and couldn’t come back.

ĤvɏǡɯXņ—Madhu•sudan. The name that wrote, sick 
for home, of Bengal from a foreign land.

She tries to make me see—it’s the language of love: 
 ŔZ�+�Ȏ�3Z She doesn’t say, “Mother tongue.” She 
says, “�Ĥ�Ʃǹ+�±ɸZ{ƩǹƩîZȞ{ǹƩ�Ŕ�ņŹZ4 ” She says so 
in the colours of 1952. 1952, when the ‘Sons of the 
Soil’ !ooded the streets red. Out of worship. For 
the honour of a language, for  ��Ď�Z5

While doing the dishes, Maa explains, “ĤĤȞ�Ʃǡ{ǹ
ǡ² îZȞFǹǡ«�ņɏ+ɯȞ² Ȟ{ǹ�ƩZXZƩ6,” which is beyond trans-
lation.

She says, “ǡɏņXƩǹîƩɏŪZ7”
She means—a language so kind, so mournful, that 

it can be felt, in the heart of your hearts. A language 
so full of love and pain. A language that carries her 
children inside her, almost a mother.

Maa tells me to write in Bangla as she makes my bed.
She says “ ��Ď�5” against my “Bangla”. Di$erent 

cadence to the same word, di$erent tenderness. A 
soothing lilt to hers.

Maa tells me to write in Bangla  ��Ď� and in the 
secrecy of my room, I try to say it how she does.

 ��Ď�, the softness of the syllables. The watery 
!ow of the #rst letter, ending in a cavernous sadness. 
The bleeding of each curve under my tongue, the 
tearful hollow in my chest left when the word ends. 

I try to say it how she does but it’s not quite the 
same. I chant—

“ ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�”8

I put pen to paper in the dark and my hand shakes. 
The words come out crooked. I can’t see too well, 
but I know it, I know it. When I run my #ngers 
over the page, I can feel it: the name of the tongue, 
its blood, its mercy. That sense of coming home after 
a soul-numbing exile.

 ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�

I lie down with the paper under my pillow. The 
whole expanse of it #lled with but one word, some 
smudged and blurred, some too heavy with ink, 
some coming o$ the page and leaving imprints on 
the bedsheet.

Maa comes to me late into the night. I feign sleep. 
She sits beside me, runs her hand through my hair, 
places a kiss on my shoulder. She covers me with 
her blanket.

In the language of love, she lulls me to sleep. In 
my dreams, I feel myself become everything I 
should’ve been—

 ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�ǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹǹ ��Ď�

lilt

Izraq Jesen

1 “Mother”
2  “Madhusudan.”
    Madhusudan Dutta was a prodigal poet in the history of Bangla literature. He had pursued 

literature in English initially and christened himself ‘Michael’. After having abandoned 
country and religion in hopes of gaining accolades in English literature, he was stuck in a 
distant country with little money and persistent alcoholism. Realising his mistakes, he 
turned to Bangla, which paved the way to his immortality in the history of literature. He 
spent the rest of his life writing in Bangla and about Bengal, lamenting and praising—
motherland and mother tongue.

3 “Bangla language”
4 “Painted in my brother’s blood.”
    It is the opening line of a song about the 1952 Language Movement. On the 21st of February 

that year, for the #rst time in world history, the youth of a subjugated nation (Bangladesh, 
the then East Pakistan) struggled and gave life for the rights of their mother tongue.

5 “Bangla”
6 “Drenched in a$ection and sympathy.”
7 “Beautifully tragic.”
8 “Bangla Bangla Bangla”
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02:54 a.m.
Thursday
February 11, 2021

1.
In eleven months and some days more, I had rarely 
caught the fog in my breath and the light in my hair. 
My skin had embraced the pallor of a fallen baby’s-
breath. The dampness of January rains had curled 
my hair at the ends. Winter is so curious here. So 
ruefully loveable; demanding the whole of one’s 
parched heart and asking for a little bit more.

On the 6th of February, while dusting the window 
frames, the curtains shuddered. A harsh gust of 
afternoon-sun-lit dust !ooded my room, the papers 
strewn across my desk, and winked over a splash of 
spilt ink.

I almost cried.
I did cry, without realising so, when I parted the 

curtains as far as they would go and sat down on the 
grimy edge of the veranda between my mother’s 
plants. The sunlight overwhelmed my starving sense, 
the loneliness I was never aware of. 

My cacti preened, I am certain. Winter is perched 
on the edge of its own demise and my cacti must 
shed their slumber soon.

I sat there. The afternoon, the evening, and deep 
into the night. The city is never truly awake anymore. 
It only lives its days through clinical drowsiness—
masks, rebreathers, a prickling lack of warmth.

2.
A row ahead, a man had his notebook held  
tightly—worn binding, leather cover sporting the 
chaos of postage stamps, coloured pages and envelopes 

threatening to burst out, the cowlick of its maroon 
ribbon trying to crawl back inside the pages again. 
His coarse hair was pulled back in a ponytail. The 
lowest tuft had been artfully dyed black, the rest left 
to their whites and greys. Black jacket, pearl-white 
shirt, mismatched socks, star-patterned loafers. The 
slight hunch and #dgets making him appear smaller. 
Quite adorable. Much younger. With the springtime 
frolic of winds on the lea. Not so much a man, rather 
an insatiable force.

He would toy with the maroon ribbon, stare 
outside the window or smile at the little boy throw-
ing candies at another boy down the aisle.

I would trace the embroidery on the lace of my 
seat cushion and commit to memory the creases 
around his eyes, the white locks straying from his 
hair tie and the fading art of his notebook stamps.

The barely perceptible lines on his face smooth-
ened into a grin when he caught me staring. Circum-
stances did not allow me the window to bask unbid-
den in the light of his smiles, but it did not deduct 
from the warmth he left behind.

The last I ever saw him was at the baggage carou-
sel. A briefcase, a backpack, that notebook. We never 
shared a word but I heard him laugh. (At someone 
or the other. For someone or the other.) The kind 
of laugh we keep for the ones we hold in the eye of 
our hearts. Furtive. Quickly shadowed by our #ngers 
!aying out in front of our mouths.

How could I not cherish a stranger’s mirth? There 
is beauty in things not ours to have. Let it be so: a 
memory mine for the taking, keeping, loving.

I remembered to not ask for a name.
I remembered, still, to not let his memory fade.
I wanted to give him the strawberries from my 

ichi-go ichi-e:  
the peace that comes from letting go

Izraq Jesen
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garden. Made with too much water, winter sun, a 
sprinkle of sugar. And of course, a piece of myself. 

I wanted to smear the berries on his lips. Or under 
his tongue. Then wipe my red-sugar-coated #ngers 
across his chest. And tell him, in merciful secrecy, 
“We are here now and we won’t be the same again. 
So let me take you home. An evening or half. Some 
place we can be. Together. At peace.”

But we don’t do that kind of love anymore.
A tightening of throat across the street—not 

unfamiliar at all, yet forever succeeding as the unset-
tling amalgam of longing and hopelessness.

3.一期一ળ

Ichi-go Ichi-e

We are thriving within the same bindings of space 
and time, and if for only a moment’s span, we shared 
the air of our lungs and the thud of our hearts with 
the other, we shared what remains of the yearning 
of two souls in their fractured eternities.

We were graceful just as we had been, built into 
the mould of a continuous moment, loving without 
demanding a love-back.
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Behind the cold marble counter, Ama shu%es around 
the kitchen in her #rm wool slippers. The rusted 
burners on the stove are never vacant; there is always 
a boiling black pot or a large pan of food sizzling 
away. She tosses thick noodles and vegetables sticky 
with sauce in a porcelain bowl, stirs green onions 
into the soy sauce dish with a slick pair of chopsticks, 
and uses glass lids cloaked with moisture to silence 
the hissings on the stove. After she #nishes, I pour 
myself a cup of bubbling ginger ale and feast, 
proclaiming “髠賨跃!”1 in between bites.

Ama always wears soft, thin clothing that strokes 
my skin when she pulls me in for a hug. She lives 
an hour north in San Jose, so I see her every week 
or so. Whenever I visit, she pushes my head down, 
as if to shrink me below her #ve-foot-nothing frame 
(#ve-foot-three if you count her wild gray hair).

Her kitchen is constantly crowded, by a parent 
groping in the drawers for a soup spoon, by a dog 
scurrying to lick up a grain of rice, or by Ama herself, 
adding a cheesecake baked to a majestic brown to the 
bu$et. The refrigerator is a constellation of plastic 
magnets and foam-framed photographs. A gallery of 
cards, decorated with stickers and reading, “苇螔謴”2 
in fat marker, has recently sprouted on the oak cabinets. 

Sometimes, when I am lounging on the leather 
couch during family gatherings, watching whatever 
bubbly television program my younger cousins have 
decided to put on, Ama calls, “ 肟詠!”—my Chinese 
name—and I hurry over to the kitchen. I watch as 
she folds dried cranberries into the dough of 3 to 
add a kick of sweetness, or lays strips of 蠧蜈4 into 
a golden yolk mixture before rolling them around 
in a carpet of crackling breadcrumbs.

As I am watching her deft preparations, I notice a 
magic, an ethereal, yet commanding magic-- a magic 
that both !utters and punches, rolling o$ her #ngers 
and into the food. It is a magic that my father 
emulates when he drops chocolate chips into a thick 
pancake batter to fry for my brother and I, that I 
emulate when I use bamboo tools to eagerly craft a 
long roll of sushi for the family.

We always leave Ama’s house clutching brown 
paper bags stu$ed with goodies - mesh bags of tange-
rines, packaged pineapple cakes, rice cookies snowed 
with trails of white frosting, or plastic containers 
that hold dinner leftovers (because Ama always makes 
extra). The wild smells of her kitchen tuck themselves 
into the bag and set themselves free in the warmth 
of our car as we drive home after dark.

Whenever she calls the home line and I dash to pick 
up the phone, I tell her about my day in cluttered 
Chinglish. After that, she does most of the talking, 
and I perk up my ears. She instructs me to play more 
basketball because it will stretch me out, therefore 
making me taller. She provides a report on the family 
of hummingbirds that have taken refuge in her small 
backyard, often sending a picture of speckled eggs 
or beating wings on Line. She talks about how next 
time, she’ll show me how to make 餓蛥5 She says, 
“葩髠芭 ,”6 and I think I taste her food on the words 
before we say goodbye.

Previously published in Kalopsia Lit.

recipes from ama

Matt Hsu

1 Delicious
2 Happy birthday
3 Steamed buns
4 Pork
5 Green onion pancakes
6 I’m thinking of you
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remembering yourself

Laci Felker

It’s always been gray days and the sound of rain 
hitting the tin roof of my childhood home; a book 
I read when I was thirteen and always had the 
compulsion to read once a year since; the chilly air 
of summer turning to fall and the smell of smoke. 
My little pieces of tranquility that I latch onto 
whenever I can.

Growing up, there’s an expectation that you will 
leave behind some of the things you enjoyed when 
you were younger. Everyone grows out of going to 
the park, the fair, reading for fun is seen as a luxury, 
and if you have time to do any of your old hobbies 
then you must not do much in the way of a job.

The old saying is that you should enjoy the little 
things but I feel that many adults have forgot what 
that’s like. They’ve forgotten the things that they 
used to love to do, mostly pushed aside by a demand-
ing work life and raising a family.  It’s #nding those 
little pockets of time that makes the weight of adult-
hood not as heavy. So much work and so little time, 
that the quietness of life slips right out from under 
their feet. 

For a while, I lost sight of the childhood wonder 
I used to have; the feelings of a teenager consuming 
every book she could get her hands on until she 
didn’t know what time it was. Then, I

devoured a book in a day, then another, then 
another...having the largest book hangover I’ve had 
in what feels like forever. I couldn’t stop smiling 
and I felt giddy, like how I always did when I was 
younger. I say “younger” as if I’m not twenty-two, 
with my entire life ahead of me.

When you forget your little pockets of serenity, 
your soul burns dim and your bones turn brittle. 
Life wraps itself around you and adulthood sinks its 

teeth into your body, whispering  “You don’t have 
time” or “You shouldn’t do what you used to love.”

Remember your rainy days with a book in your 
hands, the feelings you had with the change of the 
seasons, the smell of your favorite food being cooked 
on a weekend morning. Remember your serenity 
and hold onto it whenever you can. There is nothing 
worse than losing a part of yourself over time. 

We have something to reclaim.
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evelyn

Sarah Robin

Evelyn would spend most of her days sleeping; mouth 
hung open, her thin, pale arms draped clumsily over 
the sides of her chair. Her teal woolen jumper rippled, 
creating shelves of biscuit crumbs and tea stains. 
Those hours were a welcome respite to the other 
residents in the lounge, a break from near-constant 
insults, her tongue a poisonous weapon of hatred 
and disgust at those around her.

Evelyn was one of a handful of residents who 
received no visitors in the years they had lived there. 
She was a lonely woman, though she appeared to 
prefer it that way, pushing away anyone who dared 
to come near. Dementia is a devastating disease, 
often changing people’s personalities completely. As 
her family never came to see her, if she had any, that 
is, we never got to #nd out who she was before she 
became ill.

I set down a cup of tea on the table beside her, 
along with a small plate of custard creams. I sat in 
the chair next to her and as she slept, I imagined 
what she may have been like; who did she fall in 
love with? Did she have any children? What did she 
do for work? What was she passionate about? What 
were her dreams, her fears; what made her laugh 
uncontrollably? And what were the highlights of 
her life - the moments that took her breath away?

The local church choir piled into the lounge 
wearing red and green jumpers and tinsel necklaces.

Evelyn woke with a start as they began their #rst 
carol. She scrunched up her face in disapproval and 
sipped her tea. I smiled to myself at her theatrical, 
overly dramatic reaction and expressions.

Glancing around the room, I watched the delight 
on the other residents’ faces as they sang along with 
the choir and swayed from side to side in their chairs 

enjoying their favourite annual entertainment. I 
looked over at Evelyn who, to my surprise, was 
tapping her foot and subtly mouthed the words to a 
few songs. Next up was one my favourites; Walking 
In A Winter Wonderland.

As soon as Evelyn recognised the words, her face 
lit up and she transformed into a kind, friendly,

sociable woman. Her usual frown was now a 
wide, genuine smile which dramatically altered the 
shape of her face, highlighting her cheekbones; her 
sparkling eyes shone with life and enthusiasm. She 
leaned over me and took hold of the material of my 
uniform, explaining how to improve the stitching 
and what colours would compliment it well. She 
obviously knew what she was talking about.

I nodded along to what she was saying as I glanced 
over to another carer who stood wide-eyed and 
open-mouthed in awe at what was happening.

I watched her face light up with pure joy and 
happiness. I wished I knew what wonderful memories 
that particular song brought back for her. A happy 
family life around Christmas, maybe, as a child or 
a mother. In that moment I could see her inner 
beauty through her twinkling blue eyes, soft voice 
and a perfect smile.

She chatted for almost an hour until she seemed 
to tire, and she rested her head on my shoulder,

holding my hand in hers, stroking my skin tenderly 
while humming along to the last few songs. When the 
choir #nished, I looked to Evelyn to see her fast asleep 
on my shoulder, her hand still clasped over mine.
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Our house was cramped and unsightly. A tannish 
brick that reminded me of a 1950s midwestern United 
States elementary school. One story. An ungainly 
footprint. Our two children were con#ned in one 
bedroom. The kitchen was too big. The living room 
was unused. For several years, we talked about 
putting a second story on the house. Finally, one 
fall, we signed the contract.

Before work began, we moved into a tiny apart-
ment. But I drove by the house every day.

The workers tore o$ the roof and replaced it with 
a blue tarp. It was a very rainy fall. Rain came down 
in torrents. Wind blew in gusts against the tarp, but 
it held.

The workers built the second story on days when 
the rain let up. They nailed what looked like two-by-
fours into a complex frame. They laid plywood sheets 
on the !oor. Each night, they reattached the blue tarp.

However, the wind began detaching portions of 
the tarp. The workers seemed to give up tacking it 
down. I would drive by and see the tarp !apping, more 
of the house uncovered than covered, rain pummeling 
the new wood frame and plywood !ooring.

In our tiny apartment, we paced what little space 
there was. At night, I lay in bed imagining the rain 
soaking the plywood !oors.  I imagined that we 
would walk along our new upstairs hallway, and the 
!oor would give way like a wet piece of toast.

The work proceeded slowly. The wind continued 
and the rain became snow, which drifted on the 
plywood !oors and lay there, day after day.

In the spring, work was done, and we moved back 
in. For a few days, we reveled in the new space, but 
soon we mostly congregated in one room on the #rst 
!oor before going up to our bedrooms in the evening.

The plywood had been covered by carpet. 
Sometimes our children would run and jump in the 
hallway or in their rooms on the second !oor. I would 
wince, but forced myself to say nothing.

In the master bedroom, our bed sat on one side 
of the huge room. My wife placed furniture and 
plants in dead corners and empty spaces between 
the bed and the walk-in closet.

Some nights, after my wife fell asleep, I would 
walk along the hallway. I tested for softness beneath 
my steps. I felt as though I were walking on something 
swirling and alive. Something that a cross-section 
diagram would reveal as liquid infused with amoeba. 
I imagined that if the soggy surface of the !oor 
opened, I would fall not through to the #rst !oor, 
but into the swirling liquid.

Often, I would stand in the guest bedroom at the 
opposite end of the hall from the master bedroom. 
We hadn’t hung up curtains or blinds in the room. 
Looking down, I studied the street corner, illumi-
nated by one, bright street light. A stop sign stood 
there, ready to control tra&c, but

no cars passed at that hour.
Some nights as I walked the hallway, I imagined 

that our new sewer pipe would crack, and a moat 
would form around our house.

Sometimes I thought about the red facing-brick 
the workers adhered over the old brick. I imagined 
its immense weight. I assumed that someday—perhaps 
tomorrow—it would begin sliding o$ in great sheets.

I felt safer when standing in the guest room, looking 
out the window. I believed that the soggy !oor would 
be moderately stronger toward the corner of the house, 
the way stairs creak less when you walk toward one 
side, where the planks are nailed to the frame.

addition

Robert Fromberg
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I also loved the symmetry of the street corner, 
the parallel and perpendicular lines, and the umbrella 
of brightness from the street light. I loved the red 
of the stop sign, its boldness, and the #rm posture 
of the signpost.

Eventually, I slept through the nights in our bed. 
But I continued to stay to the corners as I walked 
along the hallways. And when I passed the guest 
room, I would glance at the street-corner view and 
imagine myself outside the window, !oating over 
the intersecting streets.
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on paper so delicate it dissolves at my 
touch, i hold life

Hetvi

put down in pencil
so that it’s erasable when i use all the pages up,
every corner utilised

as if it’s a productivity contest—
who does it most e!ciently, who does it best

i hold hands with life—
with the lengthy list of mistakes i tried to erase; the dust left behind
pallid, bony

life still smells like the library I bunked lunch for;
it crumbles when i touch it
much like butter!y feathers,
the dried roses and sun!owers i hid
amongst forgotten recipes, outgrown stories,
and the empty pages i once ardently saved
waiting years to deem dilly-dally doodles worthy enough

it is only recently i’ve begun to #ght with myself—
to write not with pencils as grey as my mood,
but ink as blue as my veins
it is only recently i’ve learnt how to put eraser-dust back together again

Previously in a self-published collection called AprilVerse.
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are you awake on the other 
side of the world?

Andrea Lianne Grabowski

 have the #res reached your door?
the smoke is so strong here i can barely breathe.
 we will pour out our grief for the exploitation
of the land that draws space between our homes
 and hold each other’s tears through blue light, the
comfort of glitching cyberspace.
 let me send you a package with the pages that
rend my soul and patch it too. poetics of decolonization
 as we learn to relinquish our privileges and
venerate the comets who came before us, who opened doors
             for us to tattoo rainbows on our chests.
it doesn’t matter how much postage costs. if i cannot
 hug you, let me give you my handwriting,
words for your child, gentle teabags, 1,585 kilometer knitted embrace.
 let discord be a purveyor of queer temporality,
laughter between airwaves where time is meaningless,
 one poet’s morning is another’s slumber.
black holes and fern fronds sing echoes of the bass lines where
 our desires were #rst realized, before we
found each other among the noise of reckless cancellations,
 before we promised to understand accountability.
the local bookstore #ghts terfs in our rhizome’s home turf,
 647 hours on foot from where our wisdom grew up,
more than a day across the Paci#c to faerieland.
 sometimes, it feels like our roots can reach that far.
like when apple blossoms bloom in Mayday snow
 or eucalyptus tells stories of Sappho,
they’re giving life to lost childhoods spent reinventing gender and
 falling for the girls of Odawa land, or Appalachia, or Salem.
we are strange creatures, bards in the time of insurgents,
 bruised by the wounds of the world,
pulling tarot cards to shape how we dream of
 chosen names on chapbook spines; a borderless world.
#ction is our livelihood, but we know that lives are worth more than #ction.
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polaroids as bad drawings

Izraq Jesen

1.
It’s summer 2012 & everything is in sloth-paced languor
Dad comes home with his hair plastered to his forehead & when we kiss his palms after he
kisses our foreheads, we make ugly faces at the lingering smell of rust & sweat on his uniform.
We sit on the !oor & untie his boots & take o$ his socks, make more ugly faces & hug him
once more, so we smell like him a little longer.

It’s summer  2012 & everything is too bright because we’re only 10 & 7.
So when Dad steps out of the shower, he sees a son & a daughter, with both feet wedged into
each black boot, hopping around the house, muddying the rugs,
#ghting over whether we look more like a sparrow or a mayna.

2.
It’s summer 2021 & we live in di$erent cities
So Dad only comes home every two months.
But it’s summer  2021 & we FaceTime with biscuits at midnight & Dad is showing us a
yellowed page with a terrible drawing of two kids in two boots.
We don’t get it at #rst, because we didn’t step out of the shower to watch our kids make a
mess of the clean rugs, because we didn’t cut our hand on glass and still feel so full of love.

But it’s 2021 now & we do remember 2012 because everything was too bright & Dad smelled
like rust & we always rushed to open the door & take o$ his boots & make faces at him & kiss him 
after he kissed us.
Dad’s saying, “We couldn’t a$ord cameras back then”, as if that’s his excuse for such a bad drawing,
& we’re laughing & laughing & laughing around a mouthful of biscuits & everything is a
shade brighter & 2021 feels like 2012,
& we’re 10 & 7 again, chest bursting with love, stretching feathers like a sparrow or a myna.
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on birthing solace from mortal 
!esh

Izraq Jesen

Tell me
how it feels / to wake up in a dream / you never fell asleep to
to / open your eyes underwater / and to / breathe / lungs full of brine
pain

Tell me
it is pain / saline grief / homesick sadness for another’s body

Tell me
about the !ooded lighthouse / somewhere inside the half-mad need / waiting to be reborn
as a sparrow or an oxen / an earthworm ploughing the soil / a blue lotus or poison berries / an
embroidered quilt / the want of your tongue dying in another’s throat

Tell me
you want me
so i hallow my body into a shrine / and each salt grain chants your name after mine / or mine
and yours / again and again / until
we become an abstraction / intangible / sublime in our oneness

Tell me
this
how we are unanchored / how you want us to forget / and make nests out of our dreams
and that the brine / and this forgetting / and our dismembering homesickness / and your love
and this discarnation / and your love / and your love
will destroy us

Tell me
this 
then ask me to / entomb / you inside me

Alternatively / tell me
at the edge of this dream / we will shore up at the lighthouse / half-mad with serenity / as we
trade bodies / and make love to ourselves / and with the salt drying on our skin / mark our
way back to this place where our bodies are made of / love and repose
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childhood fragment #15

Giovanni Mangiante

In my nonna’s kitchen is a small brown table
we used to gather around and shell peas on for lunch.
A large plastic strainer #lled up with peas
of beautiful, tiny green as we spoke of memories
such as this one.

My nonna would tell  me about how she stored meat
in my bisnonna Rosa’s fridge at her house, which was
in the corner of the street, a few meters away.
Kerosene stoves. Defunct brands. Cigarettes with no #lter.

I’d place my hand inside the strainer and roll
the peas on my palm while listening to the stories of
their wait for the tubes in the radio to heat up
before they could hear some music.
We’d then take the strainer to the sink and wash the peas.
Lead-based petrol automobiles. Typewriters. IBM computers.

Once I was done helping, I used to go to the living room
and turn the TV on. From the couch, I’d smell
nonna’s cooking #lling up the house.
Peas. Carrots. Rice. Potatoes. Onion and garlic.
I was so young.
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sundays at home

Maria Thomas

We didn’t go to church
But we had our own religion
Our ritual

Sundays at home.
Lunch at three
Which my mother

Would spend the whole-day preparing.
The electric whisk
In her elegant hand—

As it spun up
Yorkshire Pudding
Starchy bubbles popping on the surface;

As it whirred up
Clouds of !our with butter
For homespun apple pie;

The kitchen: an embroidery
Of process and aroma,

Driving wet mouths and aching hollows

From our Sunday prayer.

Thirty years on
My mother long gone
The smooth plastic in my hand
My own Sunday prayer.
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14 ways to bench press  
(press forward) / a !ower

Jen Schneider

1. mix seeds & soil. water well.
2. wake & whistle. welts fade. wonderings won’t.
3. belt tunes / tune-up belts.
4. wait. weights fall as bodies tire (ire, too).
5. roll tires of rubber & rain.
6. pump music & muscles. / primp prime memories & madness recipes.
7. dust (broom, too) shaded concrete of feathers and bristles
8. make room/rooms for 1 savory scent & of sweet treat
9. rotate metals of iron & mineral ore
10. grill meats of many !avors / distill wines of many tymes (& times)
11. cultivate inner kernels & outer voices. curate inner voices & outer kernels.
12. shower / !ower / empower daily.
13.  drench / quench (do not retrench) thirsts (also quirks) daily.
14.  swoop / sweep staples of grain & multiple terrains just when you think there is nowhere else to go, 

tides (aqua & seafoam) toil, oceans (red & blue seas) pulse, & !owers (pink & yellow daisies) bloom 
/ blossom / beckon
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The Light of the Still Quiet Trees, Leaves, Bugs, Earth by Meira Goodfriend
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the color of longing and layered memories: 
what i most miss

Jen Schneider

As dawn turns to dusk and moments dangle – always just out of reach / slightly beyond
unpainted "ngertips and salt-tinged lashes – then dissipate, I #nd my mind wanders. Thoughts,
like time, settle on what I most miss. Visions form then mingle with humid air. Damp hair limps.
Dimpled cheeks sag. Dancing feet settle. Facial features adopt #gments of both past and future
selves. I long to see the _red/orange/yellow/green/blue/black/white__, but I only see the _gray__.

What I Most Miss

Ruby red raspberries exhale under heaps of heavy whipping cream
Silver teaspoons perch on plastic plates of turquoise ribbons and pink peonies
Cream napkins rest on laps of denim and lace
Blue jays peck at piles of faded brown feed
Kelly green grass sways in gentle winds and pollen-#lled air
A black !y watches from the chair’s charcoal metal arm
Crimson winged butter!ies kiss beige-tinged evergreens
Careful now, prickly branches have no shame (ouch)
Invisible mosquitoes launch and linger. Pink welts !ame
Rusted swings sway to natural notes
Transistor radio waves (& unnatural voices) rise and fall with daily tides
Ear drums cough and #ngers adorned of melted candies & melted metal tap
Black dots zigzag through marshmallow clouds (zoom / squint / point)
Dark chocolate brown ceramics soak sun rays
Milk chocolate brown candies sizzle, then melt (yum)
Toes of violet polish tango with mulch of earth tone shades
Dark geometric visors simultaneously protect and hide
Black ants toil in undergrown mazes
Mysterious streaks of white graze the open sky
Sensory overload calms and cools. Contradictions quarrel.
Laughter the color of rainbows wraps and warms
Quilted blankets of plaid and pastel threads whisper
red/orange/yellow/green/blue/black/white layers linger
Oh, won’t you be my neighbor?
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blackberries and cul-de-sacs

Amanda Williams

we walked up the hill onto Lake City Way
past the roar of afternoon tra&c 
to a quiet corner 
a beacon of brambles 
gnarled and spreading 
haplessly 
across the dilapidated fence

August heat 
blood red juices 
mixing 
with a cocktail of sweat and dirt 
on our hands

a sensation new to me 
but to you 

you were eight years old
knobby knees caked in dirt 
back at the farm by the sea

now phantom limbs
that you never really lost 
but instead carry with you 
in terry cloth pockets 

mangled hands 
arthritic from picking and plucking 
the fruits of your labor

can practiced hands 
touch familiar ground 
and still feel anew? 

or is it all too much? 

you smile wide 
and show me how to release 
the berries from their stems 
expertly avoiding the thorns 
that once scarred your still dainty hands 

and I pop a berry in my mouth 
when you aren’t looking
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blueberry piano

Sam Moe

Piano made of blueberries, every tune pressing soft 
and smooth against evening, should you open the 
music mouth you will #nd only sugar. I no longer 
recognize myself, there are no proper words to 
explain  this autumn day I was so looking forward 
to. Few have seen the inside of myself, I’ve more to 
show you, but it is a conversation best left soft. Soon 
your grandmother’s clock is eating my words, twist-
ing into night, numbers knot, to know your heated 
house is to know love, twisted blue shoestrings, 
words made of wine and bellies and blood cells, I 
become a soft wing on a November breeze before 
storms, open my heart to the elements, you help me 
remove the rot.

Are you interested in saving me? I don’t fear you.
I’m open to decay, but you want to toss strong 

blue nights into my arms like bandages, you want 
to win me over, to be soft whenever I’m with the 
berries, you want to melt hurting words on the stove 
in golden Friday evenings, might desire someday I 
become less of an apology, you’ll long for the day 
my tears don’t drip into cups.

Pasta in your family’s clay bowls, too, turns blue, 
there are strips of peppermint melted in the meatballs, 
oh dear, everything these days is more soft and 
patient than I could ever speak into existence.

I am patient in the night as you clean the stove, 
glancing over your shoulder every few minutes to 
ensure I’m still listening to your story.
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pocket tangerine

Divyasri Krishnan

Love in small packages—
fragrant #stfuls of lavender,
polaroids, pocket tangerine.
If it were spring—imagine.
It wouldn’t be so much
of a stretch then to think
I could hold your hand and feel
the softness of your palm,
#ngers sticky from unskinning
the small orange sun.
Love less renaissance painting,
more short #lm recorded
on your father’s camcorder
to edit on the porch swing
while the cicadas buzz
in evening twilight. But
forget that. You’re here now,
with me. The sun is still high
and you’re feeding me
tangerine—no, before that.
When you take it out of
your windbreaker pocket,
slightly smushed, its perfect
roundness interrupted from
drumming against your thigh
on the bike ride here. Shy, like

you’re showing me something
secret. I won’t tell—this isn’t
real, after all. But it could be.
Somewhere it isn’t winter,
and the world like a bat’s wings, 
isn’t delicate to be
snapped and plucked apart.
It’s a great green topiary
statue of a sparrow,
perpetually regrowing,
and littered with tangerines
to be tucked into pockets
and sweet, loving mouths.
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august 13th

Tamara Ba!i"

you might think
I write about a certain boy
and #nally you’re right—

I shouted into the universe
until my voice went hoarse
and the universe sent me

still starry skies,
new words,
and the desire to !y,

but no longer to escape.

have you ever grinned at the stars?
did they smile back,
twinkling in joy?
because mine did;
that night with him.

and neither I
nor the stars
have been able to
stop smiling
ever since.
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solace

Tamara Ba!i"

you’re a cup of tea #rst thing in the morning;
ten drops of lemon and two spoonfuls of honey.
you’re a gentle embrace and a pack of tissues
for the tears that come without a warning.

you’re a double rainbow after a savage storm,
sunshine breaking through a wall of clouds.
you’re a blanket draped over my shoulders
in the claws of winter, keeping me warm.

you’re the inspiration when all ideas hide;
blue ink in the pen with which I write.
you’re the shadow on the pavement before me—
whenever I go, I have you by my side.

you’re all that I thought might never come true.
silence among thunder and sweetest of dreams;
the comfort in chaos and the light through the dark.
happiest moments of my life, made possible by you.
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summer rain

Maija Haavisto

blues shed by wisteria
a rose petal rustling on your palm
rain-panned gold from the goldenrods
I bloom too brie!y
for anyone to catch
the azure noon gleaming on a puddle
I tickle your soles like a cloud
dribbling through your #ngers/I’m the tiniest shred of a soaked sky. 
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when i try to look up a term for the part 
where perceived images coagulate inside a 
tiger’s brain
Abhilipsa Sahoo

a tiger prances over the shoulders
and prowls over one of the limbs of a young,

storm-cleaved gul mohr tree,
which was once a microcosm made from

a chosen set of memories of the tiny faunae
that had lived there. the only distinct

imagery of childhood he knows
is the smudged image from his younger years:

memories that come to him like
hoard of refugees exiled in mysterious ways

now looking again to seek asylum
inside his strong cranium, precisely involving

his hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex
and some other complex terms that my drowsy

mind seemed to have vaguely remembered
from the last lesson in zoology. the tiger

keenly watches this city through
the spiral of the twigs, his stripes regally

combed by the cragged bark and his body
sat on the crossroads of time. this moment

invites him to dream of a better night
when the roads and homes are born purely

out of light. streetlamps like #laments
of hibiscus bloom along every side-street,

the summer splits the cobbled staircase
into uneven, asymmetrical halves, and a child leaps

out of a broken window to hum what is left
of this silence to sleep. the enhanced night vision of

the tiger reaches the city’s end across the sea gilded
with amaltas, approaches the #eld of endless sunsets

where the brightest object after the moon — the dense,
white stone that spins slowly around the huge body

of the earth — is the dense, white light of a one-bedroom
apartment of an old neighbour, who blisters the earth

in his courtyard with his bare hands. the fence in between
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incites a desire to grow up watching his face. the universe
in the tiger’s eye watches his waning claws indent the earth in

attempts of clearing the earth underneath a universe that originated
when a transcendent #gure decided to dig out from the void

an impregnable clod of an intense hunger to begin.
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dinosaur hands

Emma M McCoy

This poem was supposed to be about dinosaurs.
It was meant to focus

on how we were watching Jurassic Park
and how Laura Dern tried to care

for an animal that was never
supposed to exist again.

This poem is de#nitely not about
your hands and the way they traced

my leg—not sexual—just making
sure my bones were still there.

The female muse is everywhere
(I mean, look at Laura Dern)

but your boy’s hands are what
the dinosaur poets would’ve written 

about, strong and intricate in a way
built to defy the meteors.

I should’ve paid attention to the dinosaurs;
 this poem should’ve been 

about them but instead I thought about
archeology and how I would do anything

to stay under your hands
not sexual—just knowing

all my bones are still in place.
I still exist.
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coming back to myself

Ananya Thakur 

this is the only way 

i come back to myself-
with a look in the mirror

re!ecting on who i am.
it’s the only way i know myself.
like a winter night alone
with ‘Love Rosie’ on,
summer 19’ me
is the only thing i want.
like a ship in the sea
wanting to dock,
to #nd a place  just to be.
it’s all that i ask for.
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you feel like summertime

Dre Hill

You feel like summertime
The smell of burnt rubber
The sight of children playing in sprinklers
The grit of sand between toes
The sound of rushing waves
And a billion other things
That seem so natural
But obtain a magical quality
When the spring fades
You, feel like summertime
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what is love i wonder

Ananya Thakur 

what is love i wonder
is it the !uttering in my stomach
when i read your pretty words
or the tears that brim
at the thought of you leaving
maybe it’s the curses
that promptly !ow
when anyone
belittles you
no
it must be
the fact that i would
take a bullet for you
unthinking
yes
that must be it
four letters can’t
possibly describe it
yet
they seem to
LOVE
that’s what they call it

Previously published in Ice Lolly Review
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rest now

Lathalia Song

rest now 
the summer sun 
too keen to beat 
autumn turned us out 
to light heat moving 
air-shadow leaves 
playing lorikeets 
on curtains 
faint pattern 
sewn into life 

rest as gift now
all lost-child 
e$orts shine like
golden love drops 
on tragic adult embers 

rest now 
sun and rain 
come and go 
people doing what they do 
watch leaves dance 
on curtain shields 
from heat 
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plantsong

Lathalia Song

elemental plant poetry’s 
ether notes drip 
water on my tongue
waking me before the sun
almost light resounding 
hides joy
in silencing 
songsters recording melodies
the waiting princess
heard on grandma’s white 
teacup, ultramarine willow 
and stream an idyllic cage 
of feminine freedom never felt 
silent witness of many
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skip to the end

Holly McKenna

we can try each other on, like shoes; slack
round the heels, loose-laced, then give them away.
we could melt like peppermints – heaven-sent
single hiccup, a gulp, and forgotten.
we wouldn’t even !irt with tenure, we
can forward to the denouement; live it
out in triple-time, an hour or so.
then go back to papers and train tickets
and make-believe nonchalance. my aplomb
stops the words falling from my page as I
deliver them. stops a restless itch from
thieving the driver’s seat and allowing sense
to !oat out the window like a silk scarf –
crestfallen, directionless, out of sight.
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matter of urgency

Holly McKenna

I’m constructing a matchstick house, tricky
work balancing sticks which might take me with
them at a single twitch, when I should be
polishing windows. but I don’t want you
to see me. I put two-way mirrors in
their place; turned the path to ankle-snapping
cobbles, traded my mouth for drapes and stapled
them shut. it’s slapdash but pure-intentioned.
I won’t let it out. if I say it I’ll
wear it. I’ll take it apart and prod at
its insides and put it back together
again. I won’t let it out of my sight.
I’d sooner set my matchstick home alight.
the silence holds all we need to say.
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envelopes

Holly Pelesky

It starts with gaping mouths, thrusting tongues.
You give touch like the world will end
tomorrow and all we will remember after
is how you enveloped my body in desire.
 
Never enough scent to #ll us.
We sni$ each other’s necks, sigh contentedly.
 
I write poems about the space between your legs I
ache to #ll. I want tomorrow to taste like you,
to feel like the prickle on the back of your neck. We pant
for the curl of the other’s #ngers. I map
the dips of you with my hands, my tongue, my teeth,
store your body’s imprint in the drawers of my senses.
 
Once the oxytocin recalibrates, we touch like
after the world ends all we’ll
remember is how it felt to be held.
Our bodies unfold and fold
back into each other di$erently. Like those origami squares
I reshaped again and again from a crane to a #sh to a heart.
 
Some nights my body slips into the curl of yours
and I watch the bright moon through the slats of the
blinds while you fall asleep. I use two hands to
drive again, stop groping you so much in public.
After my waitress shifts, you roll
out my calves, rub my aching feet.
You don’t write about us like I do, but once your post script
said, you smell like what home feels like which
becomes a lozenge in my throat I never want to swallow.
 
I’m not saying we don’t fuck anymore, I’m saying when we make
love sometimes it is tender and kind and hopeful for longevity.
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We have both been haunted before by the changing
shapes of touch, only this time I’m not afraid.
I can’t imagine peeling my skin from yours. Don’t want space
between my #ngers where yours belong. I see now 
your smile when you spot me in a crowd is desire too;
that intimacy can be held in the cups of our hands,
the maws of our mouths, stick #gured love notes,
stacked dishes, dirty sheets, locked doors. 
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written poetry

Palaces P.

Have you ever
written poetry about me? you want to ask.
But I make letters for grocery lists
out of the outline of your body.
To write emails I ponder your hands, and reviews 
your rear neck;
I read my study notes aloud, lips heavy
guiding mine.
But when I do write new poetry, you don’t see 
my meaning.
So, still, I write to no one—
only the molecules that make you.

Previously published in The Aurora Journal.
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b l o w

Palaces P.

you know blow,
and the way that i’d take it;
how it’d give me extra life, or the con#dence to 
touch you;
because the best parts of your face
are the parts that the air brushes;
and my blow
gives it a new, special life~~~~
~~~~~~it’s like i’m putting kids
right inside of your eyes

Previously published in Miniskirt Magazine.
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weekdays at the home of our bones

Abiodun Salako

It’s just Me and You,
drinking milk like adolescents,
frothing at the mouth with snacks
and praises of each other’s comical faces.

We have just two seasons here, but each year
in the home You and I buried our souls,
there are four seasons: love, love, love and love.

We recite night prayers as alphabets,
then we kiss each other starting from the feet:
this is how love turns to ritual then to rhyme.

Last night, I dreamt of Daisies and realised
Daisies Don’t Grow In My Country.
At breakfast, I hold my hands and your bones.

Reset the world, everything tastes like cream,
lavender, cheese, burnt toast and everything
looks like the beginning before Eden collapses.
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low tide

Nathan Xie

Peering across the sea, his thoughts !oat over the 
last boats skimming the gentle waves toward the 
sinking sun. He has done this many times before: 
after a long day at work, he unwinds here on the 
seashore to feel a !eeting connection to in#nity, a 
freedom from reality’s binds. Then he sees driftwood 
caught in the currents, slowly being eroded by the 
motion around it. A !ashing plane !ies far away. 
Time doesn’t stop, and he has lost so much thinking 
it does. Go home. Instead, he sits down with his 
loafers just out of reach from the tide. 

He wants to write about this feeling, describe this 
scene. He takes out his phone, considers typing 
something, then puts it away. There is nothing to be 
said, no new insights or metaphors. Photographers 
call this time of day the blue hour, astronomers call 
this sunset a nautical twilight, and this feeling he feels 
so profoundly is not profound at all, everyone has felt 
it before—on the drive here he was listening to The 
National, in the backseat lays a copy of Carl Phillips.

The ocean breeze ru%es his hair, lights in nearby 
homes !icker on. He imagines stripping to the nude, 
stepping into the water, wading in deeper and deeper, 
like a character in a surrealist story. Brine #lls his 
head, cold hands drag him down, auroras dance 
underneath the waves.

Photograph by Helen Gwyn Jones
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watching the ocean breathe

Adrian Ernesto Cepeda

Exhaling foam, I am
!oating as I stand like
a castle on sand, with each
wave I am ready to dive
in joyfully, treasuring
each loving embrace
that washes through me
the sea so vast and
deep, she always knows
how to calm, center
me with my feet serene
wading in low tide,
my hands rise greeting
the next wave, as my mind
!oats, my body hair swells
!owing with each curl
in every ripple, as I dive
deeper, my skin prunes
swimming with every
wavelet I feel her exhale,
breathing with the ocean,
coming up sur#ng for air
I am dripping with elation
as she engulfs me
sprinkling me in salt—
I splash rejuvenation.

Thank You Gayle Brandeis
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seventy #ve species of #sh

Thomas Winfield Marie Nuhfer

even in the bright sticky july
the Conasauga river can be cold as ice

murray county georgia is mother
to a sweet sliver of wet glass

where you pressed your face into a basin
as soft and guttural as snow

the last stronghold of Blue Shiner
endemic to only right here

where the light gets bent through gills
and stirs blue into tawny brown

this is what it must look like under the earth
where the aquifers kiss on the mouth

and the cold watersheds all fall south again
and the currents rise and o$er up their fossils

and the natal river #lters up like steam through 
ochre
and the Shiner tastes the old Cahaba

you could end up here again somehow
you could #nd it
if you wanted
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if not, winter (fragment 22)
—After If Not, Winter: Fragments of Sappho, translated by Anne Carson

Niki Perez

If winter creatures
were to not
lay down their eyes
would the cosmic design
sti!e or interrupt
the informal metaphysician
sipping the dew drops
on logs proportioned
well and tangible
used for chimney smoke
and blueprints
scienti#c for their size
and stature amongst
the elements unknown
to the one with poems in her purse
representing scripture
and the mythical constructs
children dream about
while they hibernate in places
mom and dad don’t
believe signi#cant?
Everything is permeable.
If not, winter.

Previously published in FAU’s Coastlines Literary Magazine
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Solstice Hymn

Niki Perez

Autumn sees
change through
children’s eyes

like windy leaves
fall in view
when kites are high

and kinder bees
buzz blue
inside goodbyes—

a season’s breeze
in blinks of two
shifting skies.
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notes of autumn nights

ongoing vision (Priscilla)

I remember how you love to talk about autumn nights—
whenever you see a pathway of leaves, you walk over, on your thick boots,
cutting the silence alongside the soft symphony of cicadas.
A stray dog sometimes interrupts with couple of sharp barks,
and you followed with laughter.
With the warmth of your deep tone you said,
‘this is my favourite kind of ensemble—
provided by mother nature—and I always abide by her blessings.
dried by age and duty, they fall to meet the dampness of her soil,
then I simply enjoy her creation. with my feet, I can recreate
soft crackling sounds, just like the "re we used to make on our camping trips.
and when the leaves "nally join with the wind,
through mother moon, grey clouds
decorate the sky like glitter dusts on our school poster—
wherever they land, they will eventually decompose
and come back to mother nature’s surface skin.’
isn’t it beautiful?
and now I continue your musical piece—
I wonder if you look over me,
walking alone on summer nights.
have you become one with the wind?
will you show a sign of presence
so I always abide by your blessings?
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pearlish pores

Vanessa Maderer 

Pearls #lled with iridescent glitter
Embed themselves into delicate skin -
Or rather produced from deep within 

My pores,

protrude out when they are #nished. 
A thousand round celestial prisms 
Radiate pastel pinks and blues, and silvers too,

Magnetic and beautiful,
Born of the ugly little grits 
That get under my skin, like 
Diamonds erupting from the very rough 
That buried them to start,
And it was that sheer intensity of pressure 
That polished them beautiful. 
Sometimes I look into the shine of one or two
And see their origin re!ected back -
Pain, sorrow, loss, insecurity, rejection. 
They penetrate me, yes. 
But from that wound sprouts a gem,
And I’m all the better for it.
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black eyes by Cristine Gostinski Costa
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growth

Sarah Robin

Creased, aged hands grasp the watering can with hers, contrastingly small yet strong
with youth, lifting the weight of the water before letting it drip down onto the earth;
feeding the seeds that will grow and produce—a creation of new life.
Patience, love and care provides results before long;
balls of green brightens the soil—the colour of hope—and the birth
of !owers for all to enjoy. For us and the wildlife.

Observation by Arden Hunter
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panacea

Hibah Shabkhez

Goodbyes to people come with promises
Meant to remain unkept, and made simply to ease
The shedding of skins in new sunrises;
Places draw into silences that never cease. 

On the last day, I look at the crisper
Brick-red of the nook where I shall no longer sit;
Curtains roiled upon lawn-breezes whisper,
If you would hold this place close, read a book in it

Each place in which a new book is once read
Is consecrated story-raised wraiths and the ghost
Of the self that’s outgrown and gently discarded
Linger long in the leaves with hiraeth for their host.

First published in Young Ravens Literary Review
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the house on the fridge

Hibah Shabkhez

Underneath a sun #ercer than yellow
Before a sky of chalk-striped blue, 
I am a brown house of bricks with shallow
Pencil walls - too steep to be true. 

This page and I host a stick-family
Lodged in pink windowsills to light
Up loving eyes with the sense to see -
We got all their smiles just right.
First published in Night Music Journal

distance by Melody Rose Serra
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muchness

Ellen Huang

thinking of guardians and magic
you have asked me what my center is

you were grounded in adventure, of sailing ships
and I was grounded in story, entire worlds and oceans

your future was tucked away in golden horizons
and mine was buried in the earth and hidden in cupboards.

as casually contained as these stories were, the cinema
colored our everyday language, became our shorthand

from the hearts wrenched and put in boxes
to the electri#ed darkness of pitch black

to the softness of mountains and amber #elds
to the romance of a fairy tale lost in new york city

to the dystopia of giant animals and burrowed people
not to mention the resistance of pirates, thieves, and beggars

and the wholesome sweetness of enchanted bugs and a giant peach

and one day while I sat cross-legged on the carpet
you looked at me and said you’ll miss my muchness

and I knew exactly what that meant.

Previously published in The Kiwi Collective.
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Viewpoint by Arden Hunter 
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the calm before the bloom

Ellen Huang

the colors bobbing in the breeze
bright #elds of poppies and greenery
prove that good will come of this
so bring me back the showers, please
thunder soft in a pillow, rain and tea, cathartic bliss

worth the countless !owers—
please bring me back the showers.

Previously published in Moonchild Magazine.
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asking for your name 

Siena Ho Shun Yi

in this life, 
we can count all the stars we see. 

point at them rings impossible to look from here, 
but you wear a cosmic dust halo. no nebula 

can blind forever,  
how do i be your 

catalyst - 
for you to glitter even 
sharper?

if we can scream in a classroom, we can stare at people down the street, play dumb, play God, you and 
I, six feet o$ the ground. 

somewhere vast 
is gentleness, is a strength you taught me. I stopped being lonely staring into space.  

leave our feet dangling o$ the rooftop, 
nothing holds you in place this place, 

tracing shimmery landscapes with #ngertips, 
drunk on 
streetlights and skylines all in our reach. 
 act like the sun but even the sun  

is a speck in the galaxy is 
a speck in universe - look how small we are. 

what a miracle it is to be alive with you. 

For z 
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Shell

Emerald Liu

 its interior a mother of pearl
curved towards movement
walls
o$ering protection         within
                                 another layer of shelter
                                                        running #ngers along 
its texture                                                       breathes a feeling of home
smooth to the touch
Centres me
as a snail I emerge
and retreat to #nd refuge
                                      a calm quiet constellation
within
witnessing through its windows
                                      segments of a Campari coloured sky
light shadow #ltered through seasons
 
imagine a home
curved walls o$ering cover
                          another layer of shelter
                          built beyond adaptability
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concerto

Marc Isaac Porter 

The lack of elasticity
Of cheap socks
Makes grandma sink deeper
Into her nightgown.
 
 
Early in the morning
As she makes Grandpa’s
Hot Chocolate,
She spills it all over the counter.
 
She pulls her white socks up
And makes
The hot chocolate again,
As extraordinarily as last time.
 
Grandpa glows into the morning light
And sits up in bed
Like an old conductor
Ready to create a concerto.
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monocle

Strider Marcus Jones

remote ramblings,
stepped and spoken;
like gamblings
that bloomed-
only to be broken,
wandered
and roomed,
waiting on quiet landings
like squandered perfume-
left open.

marxist marches.
mithril kisses under gothic arches-
role playing elf and cleric
in cold caves removed from Berek
the Halfhand’s chronicle,
seems mesmeric-
when seen through a monocle .

but the other eye looks back too,
inside this rhapsody with you.
and the light-
switched o$.
switched on.
o$,
and on,
loving day and night-
through prose phases
and shared phrases
of captured sun and moon-
like the mellow of yellow, stroking white witches broom;

knows nature’s laws
has moods
and !aws
in her quietudes-
that reason cause,
and fathom clues.
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misty morning

Yuu Ikeda

misty dawn
!ows into my room.

from the window,
stillness of winter
casts a shadow
of loneliness.

the silhouette of winter
hides autumn whispers,
and
rings a bell of the new beginning.

only my mug,
only my friend
full of hot co$ee
can #ll my skin
with eternal relief...
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snow

Ray Sharp

Everyone is looking for footprints in the forest
when the elephant is here inside them
and his footprints have all #lled in with snow.

If the buddhadharma is a path to the house
of my awakening, and the falling snow
is the mad monkey mind, I sure have a lot to shovel.

Or I could begin by sitting and sensing the snow
settling as the sky goes clear and cold, and then
walk atop the sparkly surface of my new life.

Garden of Wonder and Self Discovery 

by Meira Goodfriend
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waterlog

Lindz McLeod

She swoons against 
my mother tongue;
a tiny patter. Rough as oats
and kissing at the knees.
Come ben tha scullery,
ah’ll pit tha kettle oan.
She follows along, speaks
Tigrinya to my neck,  
sign language brushed against 
my dipping spine. And sun-valley
to my jutting bones.
Sae bonnie, aye an she couldnae
be any sweeter. A right stoater.
She pours the recipe of us. 
Spiced leaves, left to steep.
Oan dreich days ah’m pure wa-er.
Ritualised forest respiration. The sound
Of cawing in the pines. Twa corbies
greeting fur tha snaw. 
Without your breath,
I do not live; I raise myself to you—
slainte, slainte,
aye, ma love, ah’ll always bow
tae yer guid health.

Previously published in Inkwell Journal (Manhattanville)
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love letter

Lisa J Coates

send me a message bottled in green glass
sealed with heated kiss

send me your love in eager
sacri#ce to drift, caressed

by the tides of my desire, hung
in suspense of water and time

I am the sea:

let the keening winds carve
their initials on my body

let the ardent sun dance
his light on my skin

let the laden earth spin
herself to move me

for through the heaving
breath of this ocean, your

love sails on— unchanged
by salt or my storm
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writing/marking

Jasmine Kaur
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lakes of the upper midwest

Margaret King

Why do we light the dark?
let the pine trees be pine trees
at night on this shore
lit only by #re!ies and moonlight
lanterns bright enough to see each other by
And a summer’s night
Gently drawing curtains 
Around the rest of the world—

You know what it’s like.
When it’s just us

You say
“It seems like a theme
For me to send you the moon”

I’ll trade you:

A moon for a moon
A moon for a loon
Elation moon
Redemption moon.

If writing is creating what you can never have in real life—
A friend says—
Then what do you write about?
What am I writing?
Alternate histories. 

Let’s play:
Mammoth bones or driftwood
Sailboats or sleeping giants
Deer or fallen tree in the woods
You or me.

Photograph by Helen Gwyn Jones 
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say less (we’re easy)

Katie Proctor

In our do-nothing-kind-of-love, we could walk in 
the park, peaches and mango by the water, you’re 
sweet like strawberries and miles from tea with 
saccharine. I want you here to say you’re proud when 
I wash my hair, wrap me up in lilac and kiss me with 
lemon and lime. I’m busy most days or I just don’t 
feel right, it’s okay even if you’re far away, you don’t 
ask twice and send a letter instead, stickers and 
pictures and !owers not pressed but growing wild 
between and around us. It can be serious and 
whatever you want it to be, grass so green this could 
be somewhere prettier, and the songs do sound like 
you, just as they did on the car ride home, one bar 
in the corner shop, and the wrapper of a vegan ice 
cream folded right there with the paper bag from 
the afternoon, where I learned what your hand feels 
like in mine. It’s true, I see us in the raspberry #elds 
drinking Diet Coke, and I know it’s easy because 
you don’t say anything just to say it. I would hold 
you there, gingham blanket and salty skies of Sienna. 
It’s okay to smile, safe without expectation, locking 
the sound of your laugh in my heart and keeping 
the key in a pocket I’ll forget about. I love you and 
I’d run away with you. Thank God I don’t have to.
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is this what it’s like in heaven?

Nolcha Mir Fox

Grandpa holds a log
of hard salami he
smuggled in from
Russia, cuts a chunk
o$ with his knife,
pops it in my mouth.
Fat and salt melt
on my tongue.

Grandma makes that
funny face when
he hugs her. Their
#ngers wrap.
She looks into his
eyes and smiles, the
droop of her eyelids
a twin to mine.

Thank you for not
forgetting us, she
presses a plate of
burnt toast into
my hands. You
know we love you,
since before
you were born.

Before I can say
goodbye, they
fade into my
lost childhood,
but my heart
still wings out of
my chest towards a
love that never dies.
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reintroductions

Daisy Miller-Wells

cw: vague past trauma

everything i touch turns to ash
crumbles to #ne powder in my palms
slips through my #ngers
!oats        away

this is why i touch you so gingerly
like you’re made of precious china
despite being the hardiest
creature i know

i reel in parts of myself i fear are too harsh
too red and jagged for your softness
marred too deeply to be
pretty        anymore

i don’t think you’d mind much either way
not when your own hands
move like gentle waves
water-soft in my hair, on my face

or tenderly playing me something sweet
my head in your lap and
my heart surgically vulnerable, exposed
braced for scalpels when you bring salve instead

it’s a steep learning curve
the head and the heart and
all of the awful,
delightful things inbetween
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how i dreamed to leave the light on

Jacob Wolos

softly awake, i recall the hum of touch 
and the chasm of its absence
the regularity of orbit
we’re born alone and we die alone
bookended there is only we
we as in you as in me
we as in the great conjunction can only be seen from earth
yet still we’ve chosen to give it a name

how i dreamed to leave the light on then and still now #nd
i must take down coats 
the stature of a person presiding
in the dark and empty room at three in the morning 
lest i be reminded of you
you as in the word itself
you who loved me
you who argued with me
you who left me
to grow up alongside the absence of a hum

the anticipation of warmth precedes us and now
i leave the windows open through the night awaiting an annunciation
wordlessly the arrival of a billowed curtain
yet somehow there is no fear

i as in i have been learning
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the prodigal son

Matthew Schultz

At the end of every day, when the sun
dips to meet the treetops and the moon
has !own o$ the handle over Jersey,
my wife and I sit out on our front porch
and share a single joint, rolled with care
earlier that afternoon. The dog sprawls
on the !oor near my feet, his happy place.
Every so often I pat his long !ank
and say, “Good boy.” He breathes deep and sighs
as if expelling cares for each of us. Then,
the sound of a lone basketball bouncing--
its steady rhythm homeward like war drums,
beating beyond the ridge: blood in our ears.
And I know our time is now #nished here.

Photograph by Helen Gwyn Jones 
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sunday
After Bruno K. Öijer’s, The Song

Matthew Schultz

Storm clouds are blowing in,
but they’re still a ways o$.

Somewhere, the scrape of a rake
complains against the sidewalk aisle
between yard and tree lawn.

Cars hiss by, radios spitting
sounds out of lowered windows.

A boy asks his mother to slow down
as she walks across the narrow street;
he’s stopped to inspect the goldenrod.

With pruning shears, the neighbor
stoops to harvest him a handful.

Everyone smiles, taking delight
in the soft glow of the setting sun
that gives way to a dusting of stars.

Storm clouds are blowing in,
but they’re still a ways o$.
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diary of lovers

John Chinaka Onyeche

Having returned home last night - i took my time 
to clean up the entire room - & not until then did 
i walk up to your portrait on the wall - the one 
behind the bedside - & i rubbed my hands over and 
over the portrait until i began to take cognizance 
of every invisible word written therein. It took me 
time to read every word hidden there - & as each 
word there pointed  to the bookshelf, I walked up 
to the piled up books. A- at the shelf, i made a wish: 
let the #rst book i lay my hands on, let it have a 
hidden treasure of you. I closed my eyes & speed-ran 
my #ngers from the extreme end, to the right-hand 
side of the shelf . Then I placed my #ngers tight on 
a book & pulled it out; it was that book I bought 
for you on your 30th birthday. & it was strange when 
i placed my palms on its cover; cold & silence oozed 
out from within the pages. i quickly ran my #ngers 
over the book, & a note fell out from its middle 
pointing to your portrait on the wall again, & I 
watched - how your face glittered, but the silence 
had mu%ed me —words could not be heard from 
within me, & so i reached out to the phone to talk 
to you about it; how has life been treating you away 
from here?
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under the beautiful moon

John Chinaka Onyeche

Under this beautiful Moon in a dark pane;
Last night I became one with the stars,
Trying to give my light to wandering souls;
those who died in the streets of life,
Never knowing what life was like on earth;
They became wandering souls cut o$ from this world.

I was in the constellation of the heavens,
Shining my light from the heaven panes
As they explore the lanes in hopes;
“If lands of our wandering are not fairer”,
We shall become the echoes of many waters;
As we had once thought: “life is worth it”.

When we have burdened our transient existence with grief,
And made our bed with a thousand memories;
each day and night hunting for our peace,
Fear to live without a name mu%ed us into pain;
Although names of wandering souls are seldom mentioned,
All of them, all of us, we are clothed in dirge 
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adirondacks, last day

John Grey

The last day
of a backwoods vacation,
moseying down the trail at noon,
on the high-ridge,
above the creek,
as we attain the pass,
eyelids dyed with light,
through pine grove
on all sides like green henchmen
with granite watchdogs,
small meadows windy and playing,
aspen grazing,
clouds drifting,
cool air paired with white iris,
black volcanic glass
tumbling sidelong down a hill,
on hands and knees
with a bee-swarm of #ngers,
#nd an old arrowhead
from an unremembered tribe,
deer tracks crossing ours
like unraveled knots,
never to be retied.
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moon over sea, sea over us

Chris Durston

Content warning: death, violence

You used to tell me that we’d be free one day. That 
we’d climb up, up, into the sea and all the way to 
the moon. We’d live there, instead of within these 
walls. I’d reply that that was stupid, that you may 
as well wish to live in a world where the sea lines 
the earth instead of the sky.

I suppose you’re free now, one way or another. 
When I awoke to #nd you gone, I screamed until 
he opened the door and threw me to the ground, 
leaving me staring up at the black, trembling waves 
above and the glowing disc beyond. He never told 
me what happened to you, but as I gaze up at the 
cold, raging sea I let myself believe that you might 
be there, looking down on me. We saw it happen 
to one of the others who was here, back when it 
wasn’t just us. She stopped breathing, and once her 
life was gone, the water in her body carried her up 
into the sea above.

The sea never changes. It’s a seething, shifting 
mass hanging high over the world, black except for 
the glowing disc of the moon within.

“There’s no point wishing for what’s gone to 
come back,” you told me once, after I broke one of 
the rare toys he gave me. “You’d sooner take the 
moon out of the sea.”

You o$ered me your little dog-shaped pendant, 
but I couldn’t take it.

Sometimes I look for the moon, up in the ocean, 
and my heart skips a beat when I can’t #nd it. But 
no—it’s just closed its eye, gone from a wide circle 
to a thin slit and #nally to nothing. If I stare, I can 
just about make out a faint circle in a lighter shade 
of black than the water around it.

I remember you holding me in the darkness when 
the eye closed like that, so at least I would know 
something still existed. Not that a full, bright moon 
makes the world much lighter; sometimes we’d see 
indistinct shadows fuzzing in its light on the walls, 
and wonder what was outside, but that was all.

The door opens, and he enters; his eyes burn in 
the moonlight. Perhaps it’s because I have nothing 
left to lose, but for the #rst time I throw myself at 
him. Perhaps it’s sheer surprise— none of us ever 
fought back before—but for the #rst time he falls, his 
head slamming into the wall with a terrible crunch.

I don’t hesitate: for the #rst time—so many #rsts, 
all at once—I go through the door. More rooms, 
more doors, and then there are no more walls and 
I’m in the world. Free.It feels no di$erent. Above, 
the crashing sea is still the same. You’re still not 
here. I see now, though, what made those shadows 
that danced lazily on our walls: trinkets, little 
material ghosts falling out of the sea and drifting 
down. Things that belonged to people who’ve 
returned to the water, perhaps. I wonder what would 
be your remnant, your !otsam. I can’t go back to 
that room, but... I don’t think there’s anything for 
me outside. No you, nowhere I know. All that’s the 
same is the sea above. Where you are.

So I climb. I #nd wood, stone; I make a tower 
that reaches up towards the seething ocean. I’m not 
sure whether I truly believe I could #nd you, but 
there must be a part of me that does, that honestly 
thinks I can reach you through sheer force of will. 
I hope that part exists; otherwise, all I’m doing is 
reminding myself of what I can never change.

Eventually I run out of materials, but the sea 
looks no closer, even when it rolls and pulses and 
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throws waves and mists down upon me. I can’t reach 
it. I can’t reach you. I could just die here, but my 
death might come of thirst, and then there might 
not be enough water in my lifeless body to lift me 
up into the dark waves.

All I can do is keep ascending, so I #nd a way. I 
take parts from the tower below, using it to extend 
itself. I don’t look at the gaps; what I don’t know 
can’t hurt me. I climb higher and higher, but the 
sea comes no nearer.

But the earth is further away. There’s so much of 
the world, I realise now, expanding until it reaches 
a curved edge.

Something’s glowing beyond that edge—I can’t 
see what, but there’s a light. I keep rising further 
and further, and eventually I can see over the edge 
of the world.

It’s the moon.
For a moment, I believe I’ve somehow pulled the 

moon out of the sea. Then I look up and realise: the 
moon above is a re!ection in the water.

Despite everything, I laugh. I didn’t take it out, 
but there it is: the moon, not in the ocean. You said 
that was as impossible as regaining something lost.

Something falls on my head, then drops into my 
hands. A pendant on a chain, something with animal 
features: my #ngers can feel pointed ears, four legs. 
I don’t look down, though. If I just keep it in my 
hands, where I can just about tell it’s something that 
could be yours, I can never be proven wrong. Or 
right. I’m not sure which I want.

As long as I stay here, though, I know that the 
moon can come out of the sea. Perhaps that means 
there is some strange world where the sky is 
empty, clear of ocean water. Perhaps in that world 
we might still see each other again.

If there is such a world, I hope the people in it 
know how lucky they are.

I remain here, between the earth and the sea. 
One day soon, maybe, I’ll rise, or fall. For now, I 
think I’m as free as I could ever be.

Jupiter by Yuvika Bisla inspired by the song ‘Jupier’ by The Marías
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ice cream on a winter’s day. 

Rachel Canwell

Ever wondered what winter looks like?
Maybe it looks like us. Two old people, me and 

him. Wrapped up in more clothes than the good 
Lord could ever have intended, sitting side by side 
on a beach, legs numbed by the pebbles, both of us 
just staring out across the sand, watching the iron 
grey sea. 

A sea whose surface is whipped into egg-white 
peaks that dance and crash, relentless against the 
breakwater. A sea that reaches up with icy, salty, 
spitting bursts to repeatedly spray our faces and coat 
our hats with beads that sparkle like diamonds and 
will settle into chips of ice. These hats, woolen and 
shapeless, come out just once a year.

Yes, winter looks just like us; old du$ers, perished, 
but sitting, gloveless, holding hands. 

Holding hands and eating ice cream.
And you will watch us in disbelief. Or maybe 

gulp us up in long, pitying glances, wondering if 
someone is out  looking for us. Wondering if we are 
lost, maybe escaped from some kind of

institution, wandering like two stray cats. You 
will think there must be someone you should call,

someone to come and scoop us up. Watch and 
wonder if you must. But regard us gently, then walk 
away.

The truth is we are lost.
But it is the ice cream, freezing as it hits our 

bellies, that will guide us, just momentarily, sweetly 
and safely home.

A tang of strawberry for him. For me a nip of ice 
cool mint.

Together but apart. 
Each of us reaching for di$erent memories. Each 

of us waiting to feel the hand we grip transform; 

change from paper thin and frozen to one that’s 
warmer, smaller, stickier and adored.  Into a hand 
we used to know.

We close our eyes and together summon our 
winter-born dancer, watching her swirling and 
twirling on our own private stage. Her song is both 
conjured and sustained by the !avours bursting and 
then vanishing; each tantalising second is played out 
upon our tongues.

Six years old. Forever trapped, but always found, 
between particles of creamy, synthetic, !avoured 
ice.
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an epiphany

Emma McEvoy

A lifetime has passed since she last saw him: an 
eternity of decisions, moving forwards, trying to 
forget; years #lled with college and #rst jobs, with 
careers and failed relationships and ‘what-ifs’. Like 
a #lm reel, it all !ashes before her as she meets his 
gaze across the bustling city centre market. Crowds 
of shoppers move around them, sellers hawk their 
produce, but her eyes are locked on his. He is older, 
greyer, softer around the face, but still the same 
somehow. She’d know his face anywhere, so recog-
nisable are his features to her.

That summer she’d met him, her world had been 
full of possibilities. Friends had headed overseas for 
jobs or holidays, but she’d stayed in the city to work 
and save for college. She’d had too much spare time 
on her hands between shifts, time which she spent 
with him: talking of their futures, dreaming of 
possibilities, falling in love. He became her universe, 
so full of dreams and promises. He’d charmed sense 
out of her, her mother had said.

When the seasons changed, and her friends 
returned home, he’d set out for brighter shores, 
leaving her to face a future without him, but not 
alone. She didn’t realise until after he’d gone.

Her thoughts are interrupted by a tap on her 
shoulder. She turns to see her impossibly tall son 
smiling down at her. So grown-up now, and with 
those same features.

She glances back to where the man was standing, 
but the crowds have shifted and he’s no longer there. 
Seeing him has sparked some kind of epiphany: she 
realises that she has no need for him, no desire to 
reconnect. The ‘what-ifs’ and ‘if-onlys’ were wasted 
time. She smiles up at her son, and together, they 
leave. She has everything she needs.
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liner notes for an anniversary mixtape

Daniel Addercouth

Trigger warnings: terminal illness, death of a loved one

I know no one listens to mixtapes any more, apart 
from the occasional hipster on a retro kick, but it’s 
our anniversary today and I wanted to make you 
one to mark the occasion. Doing this reminds me 
of when we were #rst going out and we made each 
other mixtapes with titles like “Break My Body” 
written on the cassette inlay with black marker. I 
never threw away the old boombox I had back then, 
so I guess I’m one of the few people who still has 
the technology to make one.

I could have made a Spotify playlist but that seemed 
too easy. I like the work involved in making a mixtape. 
Spooling the cassette forward with a pencil so you’re 
past the clear leader and can start recording. Cueing 
it up and hitting record just as you press play on the 
CD player. Recording a second or two of silence 
between songs. Calculating the length of the tracks 
so they #t neatly onto each side. I enjoyed making 
the e$ort for you then, and I enjoy it now.

These songs are for you.

1. “De-Luxe” by Lush
This song reminds me of the night we met at the 
Audio indie disco. I complimented you on your red 
hair as we waited  at the bar, saying you looked like 
Miki from Lush. It turned out you loved Lush and 
we started chatting. When this song came on, it felt 
like a sign. We danced until the lights went up.

2. “Lover, You Should ’ve Come Over”  
by Je$ Buckley
We listened to Grace on repeat the night you came 
to mine for dinner, sitting on my ratty old sofa, 

which I’d found on the street. The room was dark 
except for the candles I’d placed in jars, and the rain 
pattered on the window. We talked about his tragic 
early death and your hand slipped into mine. This 
song was playing when we #rst kissed. When I hear 
it now, I can still feel how soft your lips were.

3. “Paranoid Android” by Radiohead
When we split up after that stupid argument about 
your ex-boyfriend, I came home, lay on my bed and 
listened to OK Computer at full volume. This song 
captured the hole inside me. Then the doorbell rang 
and you were standing there, your white shirt soaked 
from the storm. I couldn’t tell if the wetness on your 
face was rain or tears.

4. “Midnight in a Perfect World” by DJ Shadow
The night I proposed to you, we sat wrapped in a 
blanket on the beach, listening to Endtroducing on 
my boombox and working our way through a bottle 
of Lagavulin. I #nally worked up the courage to ask 
you just as the sky turned orange before the sun rose.

5. “Get It Together” by Jurassic 5
Our parents thought this was an unusual choice for 
the #rst dance at our wedding, but our friends got 
it. You looked so pretty in your red velvet dress, and 
we were surrounded by the people we loved. I’d 
never felt so happy.

6. “Chicago” by Suf jan Stevens
We drove up to Scotland and only took one mix 
CD with us, which we played incessantly in the car. 
We sang along to this song and felt like it was us 
driving to Chicago. It rained the whole time but it 
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was the best holiday I’d ever had. I can still remem-
ber how you looked at the pass at Applecross, with 
the mist low over the mountains and your wet hair 
blowing in your face.

7. “Tightrope” by Janelle Monáe
When you went into hospital the #rst time, you 
asked me to make you an upbeat playlist. You said 
this song cheered you up. I can’t listen to it any more 
without crying.

8. “Northern Sky” by Nick Drake
This was always one of your favourite songs. I played 
it to you when you were in the coma, placing the 
headphones carefully on your head and connecting 
them to my phone. You weren’t responding to speech 
by that point, but I was sure I saw your eyelids !icker 
when you heard the opening chords.

9. “At Last I Am Free” by Elizabeth Fraser
We never had a chance to discuss which songs you 
wanted to be played at your funeral. After the service, 
we all went to the White Stag, where I’d hired the 
back room. I played your favourite songs on my old 
boombox. When this came on, everyone fell silent.

10. “Mariners Apartment Complex” by Lana Del Rey
This was probably the last new song you really loved. 
I listen to it sometimes in the evenings when I miss 
you. I’m sure I can feel you there next to me on the 
old sofa, your hand resting lightly on my arm.

Happy anniversary, darling.
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galaxy of children

Marc Isaac Porter 

Perhaps I can honestly call this a galaxy. Granted, 
it is not a galaxy of stars—movie stars, I mean. It is 
not astrology or astronomy. Two nine-year-old kids 
are acting out Romeo and Juliet on their own, their 
school play having been canceled. Meet Karen 
Wentworth and Troy Le.

I don’t know jack about the Romeo and Juliet 
story. All I know is this: a couple of young people 
from families that hate each other fall in love, and 
the pressure and depression for each of them is 
overbearing. But remember we are witnessing the 
acting skills of two children, working and playing 
entirely on their own, Karen and Troy.

At #rst, they are playing all the parts themselves.  
Troy stands on a #fty-#ve-gallon drum as he plays 
the part of Romeo’s father.  Then, little Rufus, in 
a wheelchair since forever, o$ers to play the part of 
the Father.  Rufus’s bravery gives the other children 
watching from the audience the actor’s bug. Soon 
the audience is nearly empty, all the children now 
part of the play.

Then, what might very well have been a terrible 
thing, a nasty pouring rain, turned out to be a stroke 
of graciousness. The children moved the whole thing 
to Coach Billy’s basement, and from there the news 
of the play spread throughout the neighborhood.  
Within one hour teachers and parents from other 
parts of the district were over at Coach Billy’s to 
watch the children perform their play.  Coach Billy 
served baloney sandwiches and Kool-aid for the kids 
and for the parents, ice-cold beer.  

Romeo and Juliet are supposed to die or something 
at the end of the story, but not these kids.  They all 
hugged in a circle.
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